
CAREDirect Case Study

Northwest Surgery Center 
Uses CAREDirect to Stay 
DEA Compliant

Background
In today’s healthcare space, there are essentially two options for medication
storage. Hospitals use very large, expensive automated dispensing cabinets (ADC).
In contrast, most smaller healthcare facilities without a dedicated pharmacy use
key-locked cabinets. 

Northwest Surgery Center, a small Milwaukee ambulatory surgery center with
limited space options, used the traditional key-locked cabinet to store their
medications and other sensitive medical supplies. With limited space options, the
center-mounted the cabinet inside a patient treatment room.

The Challenge
The surgery center knew storing their medications in patient rooms was not ADA
compliant, but space constraints limited their options. Keeping the cabinet in
patient rooms posed other problems, including a reduction in patient privacy.
Nurses were occasionally required to interrupt patient consultations to access the
meds stored in the treatment rooms. Additionally, the key-lock system increased
the burden on the entire medical team due to burdensome, handwritten inventory
tracking. Finally, manual tracking left the center exposed to the risk of drug
diversion.



KEY FEATURES OF CAREDIRECT'S MEDSERVE STORAGE UNITS

CAREDirect’s wall-mounted units avoid taking up valuable floor space and are an economical 
substitute for the expensive ADC systems used by larger medical facilities and hospitals. In 
addition, a built-in fold-down work surface provides a convenient space for the sorting and 

counting of medications, and an optional SIDEKICK expansion cabinet with electronic tracing and 
an optional transfer cart is also available. 

The Solution
CAREDirect’s Medserve cabinets provided the perfect solution for Northwest
Surgery Center. The space-saving, wall-mounted units could easily be placed
anywhere in the facility, allowing the team to move the unit to the hallway outside
the patient rooms. In addition, the system’s electronic inventory tracking freed up
time for the busy medical team while providing a more accurate inventory system
than the previous manual process. Therefore substantially mitigating the risk of
potential drug diversion.

Space Saving Units

The double-locked electronic cabinets track all staff access and activity. The base unit includes 
six separate locking bins to separate class II from class III, IV and V controlled substances. In 

addition, CAREDirect’s narcotic cabinets come with a badge scanner that can integrate with an 
existing ID badge and keyfob systems. The cabinets comply with DEA, ADA, CDC, NFPA, HRSA, 

and Joint Commission standards.

Medication Security

It was a perfect size and really solved a lot of the problems that
we were having with the medications in the patient rooms.

Gail Wuesthoff,
Northwest Surgery Center



The cabinet inventory tracker automatically 
syncs users, drugs, and staff activities and 

stores results in the cloud so you can access 
your reports from any browser. 

Professionals with multiple medical offices 
can manage settings across multiple 

cabinets, locations, and facilities and view 
supply and drug usage across all units. 

Cloud-Base Reporting
Eliminating the need for paper-controlled 

substance logs, the cabinet’s electronic 
access platform tracks all drugs removed 
from the cabinet. The system can even be 
programmed to attribute drugs or high- 

value supplies to specific patients. 
Electronically produced reports replace 

medication paperwork needed for 
controlled substances and 340B drugs. The 
electronic inventory system maintains real- 
time levels of any item in the cabinet and 

even allows medical professionals to 
record waste, returns, restocks, and 
countbacks. Coordinating witnessed 

counts in the morning and the evening 
before removing and re-adding the 

portable bins provides an extra level of 
security.

Inventory Tracking

The CAREDirect Medserve unit provides an 
economical and efficient alternative to the 

more traditionally used key-locked cabinets.

Pricing

I love it that the supply bin has a little fold-out table that we can use to count the
meds if we need it.

Gail Wuesthoff,
Northwest Surgery Center

WEIGHT | 40 LBS

STORAGE CAPACITY
With internal dimensions measuring 10.5” L x 3.3" D x 3.1" H (26.7 x 8.4 x 7.9 cm), each bin has a total volume of 107 cubic inches (1,753 mL).
The supply storage unit measures 19" L x 3.8" D x 5.3" H (48.3 x 9.6 x 13.4 cm) for a total supply storage volume of 383 cubic inches (6,276
mL) The total unit capacity is 1,025 cubic inches (16,797 mL) but is also expandable with an accessory cabinet.

CAREDIRECT SPECIFICATIONS 

DIMENSIONS | 21.5"W X 31.3"H X 4"D
TOUCHSCREEN | 800 X 480 PIXELS, 10 FINGER 
CAPACITIVE TOUCH 
OPTIONAL ITEMS

Extra cassettes can be used to pre-fill and quickly swap medications into the Medserve system. 
An optional Sidekick accessory storage cabinet for bulk storage of medications also features electronic tracking powered by Medserve. 
An optional transfer cart provides an efficient way to transport supplies between the storage cabinet and treatment rooms.



Improving Regulatory Compliance
DEA and DOJ regulations can place a problematic burden on smaller medical
facilities. Complying with some regulations may require building layout changes
and staff workflow. 

Medserve is flexible enough to accommodate these regulations without requiring
expensive building modifications or awkward work processes. Here are a few
examples of how Medserve can help solve regulatory challenges in your facility. 

Securing Controlled Substance
"Facilities must take responsibility for properly securing meds and preventing
diversion. Additionally, a separation of class II from class III, IV and V controlled
substances is also mandatory, with all class III, IV and V substances having the
additional requirement of being stored behind at least two differently keyed locks
at all times." – Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), Title 21, Section 1307

MEDSERVE SOLUTION
Double lock narcotics
Prevent drug diversion
Track all staff access and activity
Each bin locks separately to help restrict and monitor access to contents
Comply with DEA, ADA, CDC, NFPA, HRSA, and Joint Commission standards
Wall-mounted to avoid taking up valuable floor space
Track any drug that is taken from the cabinet
Attribute drugs or high-value supplies to specific patients
Maintain real-time levels of any specific item in the cabinet
Perform electronic counts of meds to eliminate paper-controlled substance
logs
 Record waste returns, restocks, and countbacks
Coordinate witnessed counts in the morning & evening
Sync users, drugs, and staff activity to the cloud



Narcotic Drug Logging
"Each registrant who maintains an inventory of controlled substances must
maintain a complete and accurate record of the controlled substances on hand
and the date that the inventory was conducted." – Code of Federal Regulations
(CFR), Title 21, Section  1304.11

We love the security of being able to track the meds. If we’re not
available and just the receptionist is there, she doesn't have the
codes to get in, so we don't have to worry about any missing
medications or supplies.

Gail Wuesthoff,
Northwest Surgery Center
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